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ABSTRACT  

Most research studies on musical memory have been focused on the music perception 

duration with preparing experimental stimulation based on single tunes or tapped out rhythmic 

patterns. The goal of the present research, in the direction of cognitive psychology of music,                               

is investigating the aural musical memory on the basis of temporal processing information               

and of the aural working memory span elaborated for the music, also of the neuropsychology              

of the functional asymmetry of music perception, with preparing specialized psychometric 

construct for diagnostic measurement based on the melody as a semantic structural unit                                      

in music cognitive and emotional processing, professional activity, performance and therapy. 

Participants were 1362 children aged 12, where 907 subjects went into final selection                          

for the psychometric measurement by using two aural musical memory tests –                                        

of the Drake musical memory test and of the own aural musical memory test, with collecting               

the data through the aural paper – test survey. Research results confirm the scientific data                

from background research of the studied process and verify fulfillment of basic psychometric 

requirements of the diagnostic measurement of the musical memory as the cognitive process.                                   

The present research has provided indications for further studies on duration of musical memory 

with pragmatic recommendations for learning and memorizing music in human cognitive activity 

and musical development.   

Keywords: Functional asymmetry of music perception, Hemispheric processing of music,  

                  Aural musical memory, Working memory span of music, Psychometric measurement. 

1. INTRODUCTION – SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH SUBJECT 

The aural musical memory is a measure of one’s potential cognitive ability or capacity               

to learn and to understand music. It is the audiation process in Gordon terms, based on inborn, 

innate resources and presented in each health human brain (Gordon,1997), while the amusia is 

the disorder, i.e. impossibility to perceive and to understand a musical pitch or rhythm as basic 

quantitative attributes, and timbre as qualitative attribute (Peretz,2002). This is basic ability                  

that makes influence on musical intelligence, musical thinking, musical performance, musical 

professional growing up and development, also on musicality of feeling and composing music. 

The musical audiation, i.e. music perception, is fundamental for music aptitude and music 

achievement (Gordon,2006). This is cognitive ability, cognitive process in human mind                         

with universal character of maturity and age changes, how it is reserved for memory                           

and cognitive processes in human development (Seashore,1938).  
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The music audiation is considered to be normally distributed in the population,                      

with relatively few people having high or low aptitude and with majority having average aptitude 

(Gordon,2013), so it might be recognized as psychological feature. The music is made up from 

motives that form up melodies as semantic units in musical performances and songs 

(Deutsch,2012). The melody is a rhythmically organized sequence or succession of single 

musical tones related to one another, and forming a distinct particular phrase or sequence                       

of phrases (Webster’s College Dictionary, 2010. Collins English Dictionary, 2012,                         

Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2003). Therefore the melody is a combination of pitch and rhythm, 

where tones are organized in systems as scales and octave registers, by time are grouped in bars 

with even or non-even meter, with different speed of exploration i.e. quicker or slower tempo 

(Snyder, 2000). For cognitive psychology duration of test preparation the aural musical memory,                       

as cognitive attitude, is defined as working memory of music, as direct memory bases on melody 

(semantic musical unit), as process of immediate natural memorizing - encoding, keeping, 

processing and reproducing a fresh material (Schacter,2011), characterized by limited amount            

of time, i.e. the memory span, where a single unit can be perceived only after 3 seconds duration 

of presented stimulus, verified in researches of temporal processing dynamics for aural                     

and visual material (Wittmann and Poppel,1999; Kanabus et al,2002), and characterized                      

by limited storage for 4 units, verified empirically (Cowan,2001). The memory span refers                    

to the number of items (words, letters or numbers) that a person can hold in working memory, 

which can be immediately recalled and repeated in correct or reverse order after one presentation 

(observation) of them. These limitations characterize the attention focusing which is free                     

for interactive and proactive interference during single presentation of stimulation,                               

with total time range of melody for 9 – 12 seconds (i.e. for 3 - 4 units per 3 seconds duration). 

Musical memory is based on an abstracted material in relation of mathematical organization                 

of musical sound tuning (Cheremoshkina and Dymnikowa,2014), with simultaneous processing 

two attitudes – pitch and rhythm, and of two hemispheres involved as specialized in separated 

factors of music perception in neuropsychological bases. Musical memory, defined as ability                

or skill, is based on the knowledge and is directed to long - term memory. Tests which do verify 

long - term memory are based on the knowledge that is not defined as classical psychological 

attitudes or process, so can’t be verified and diagnosed in psychometric testing measure.  

Working memory tasks are based on attention process (Cowan,1995) because they do 

require monitoring and manipulation of information from fresh perceived material as the part                           

of completing goal-directed actions in the setting of interfering processes and distractions,                     

which permit interim integration, processing, disposal, and retrieval of information 

(Baddeley,2003). These processes are sensitive to age: working memory is associated                     

with cognitive development, and research shows that its capacity tends to get optimized around 

12
th

 age (Cowan and Alloway, 2008; Salthouse,1994). The presented scientific data are very 

close to the earlier researches of musical psychologists such as Thackray (1973), or Wing (1941).                 

The recent Baddeley and Hitch studies on working memory span of musicians                                         

and non-musicians, brought the results about close duration for music and speech                              

as type of material, without statistically significant difference between the groups and genders, 

with 90 % of the correct reproduction in task with the range of 3 - 4 units (Baddeley et al, 2010).  
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Another empirical research of sex differences in working musical memory at the level                  

of behavioral responses in the form of recognition and reproduction of music has shown                            

no statistically significant gender differences in processing of music and in results scores                     

of auditory working musical memory in the context of the hemispheric organization                                       

of its processing at the stage of direct aural memorizing (Zatorre and Peretz,2001).                              

The musical ability, as the long-term musical training and practice, has been found                           

to be associated with an enhancement of verbal working memory and of general intelligence,                  

in linking language and music. Research of Hansen, Wallentin and Vuust (2012) concluded that 

there is not enough significant evidence to prove that music and language memory are linked. 

They provided the study with college-aged participants who were divided into two groups                    

of the musicians with >7 years of music experience and practice, and of the non-musicians with 

<7 years of music experience and practice. They used the WAIS verbal digit span, the test where              

the study followed up by memorizing a word-list and participants were given a sequence                      

of four syllables and asked to determine the temporal order of two syllables, and the Musical Ear 

Test (MET), which is a forced-choice same/different listening task measuring musical ability                  

a forced-choice same/different listening task measuring musical ability. Results indicated                   

that musicians were less likely to confuse the order of the syllables, i.e. significantly 

outperformed non-musicians on the digit span, while in verbal memory scores the results 

indicated no significant differences between the groups. Additionally, digit span forward scores 

were found to be correlated with MET total scores, what might find case in the respecting                     

of the proper memory span in the study, and might confirm that vernal memory span of 

professional musicians is not different. Another research of Williamson, Baddeley,                     

and Hitch (2010) has been compared the working (short-term) memory for verbal and musical 

sequences of musicians (trained) and non-musicians (untrained) aged from 18 to 35,                      

in the performing of serial recall of letter and tone sequences, and has been confirmed                       

that working (short-term) memory for tones had similarities to verbal memory, including                  

limited capacity, without the significant differences between musicians and non-musicians.                 

Therefore the fresh scientific data confirms that the music activity does not making influence     

and changes on the aural working memory span for musical and verbal material, what might be 

the independent evidence that this cognitive feature has biological limitations without                           

the possibility of increasing during the professional training or activity. 

The neuropsychological organization of music processing and the hemispheric 

organization of music perception has recently been empirically verified by research of functional 

asymmetry of music perception, based on the asymmetry in the hemispheric functions                         

of processing the music elements (Peretz,2006). The processing of music is conditioned                      

by the hemispheric differences in the functions, at the level of the auditory cortex structures 

(Pickles and James,2012). In the early stages of auditory music processing, at the level                          

of working memory in specialization of the cerebral hemispheres - the right auditory cortex 

exhibits specialization in the analysis of height (Tramo,2001), including the processing intervals 

- the distance between two adjacent notes, and melody contour as direction of pitch change, 

while the left auditory cortex is specialized in the analysis of timing - rhythm, meter and tempo 

(Cuddy and Duffin,2005). Simultaneous activation of the two hemispheres responsible                        

for the perception of the separate components of the music structure is influenced                                

by the functional asymmetry of music perception due to the difference in hemispheric time 

resources for rate of processing the auditory attributes of music and musical information.  
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Independent empirical verification has confirmed this in research given by Racette, Hyde 

and Peretz (2004), also by Coltheart (Peretz and Coltheart,2003) who assumed the interaction               

of two parallel and mostly independent components (modules) – of pitch and of rhythm                

(Peretz and Zatorre,2005). When both these centers are completing the melody recognizing 

based on the left and right auditory cortex activation, they send the information to the cerebral 

representation for integrating this type of data, i.e. called as musical lexicon (musical mind), 

which is responsible for the activation of perceptual systems inducing auditory musical 

imaginations. Information that is progressive, which come from the dominant hemisphere                 

with deeper and faster developing on the basis of arousal stimulus, becomes the backbone                 

of aural imagination content of perceived melody, on which the imagination information                    

from the non-dominant hemisphere is imposed with shallower and slower developing                          

on the basis of the arousal stimulus. All information contained in the melody as the initial 

stimulus, is simultaneously sent to all modules. Modules specialized in the analysis of particular 

types of information, are becoming activated in response to specific elements of the auditory 

information. Modules of mental music processing do have specific brain representation                    

and are characterized by a rapid and automatic caring out the operations, directed towards 

specializing in the processing of specific information types   and in the cognitive closure,   

defined as the protection of information processed by a module with the help of the central 

executive system, i.e. component of the Hitch and Baddeley working memory model,                    

which is engaged in cognitive operations and realized at the stage of memorizing                             

and recognizing the music. They have congenital nature, verified empirically                                       

in neuropsychological researches by Balaban and Anderson (1998), with the disclosure                         

of cerebral hemispheric asymmetry in the melody processing, what was present already in infants 

and is resistant to functional changing during the stimulation by aural cognitive training                           

on the basis of musical material.  

E.Altenmuller obtained diverse range of cerebral representation for dominant                        

and non-dominant hemisphere in empirical neurological research for the musical memory span. 

(Spiro,2010; Peretz,2006). Two music features – pitch and rhythm – are found relatively 

independent in the studies of the neuronal and the brain activity, in the case of a temporary 

limitation of information processing by the dominant hemisphere, is developed faster                         

and thus displaces and weakens the information worked out by the non-dominant hemisphere. 

Independence of modules and evolutionary nature of functional asymmetry of music perception 

and of musical memory has been verified empirically on people with cerebral brain injuries. 

Changes in the brain lead to the inability of analyzing pitch of musical sound                          

while maintaining its time processing (Piccirilli et al,2000; Vignolo,2003;) as well                                

as to the inability of analyzing the duration of musical sound while maintaining its pitch 

processing (Di Pietro et al,2004). The musical memory as a secondary feature formed                          

on the basis of musical audiation, shows hemispheric specialization for different attitudes,                 

since the music perception requires common simultaneous activation of the hemispheres.                                                                                         

The dominant right hemisphere (discriminating for musical pitch) is responsible for better 

musical auditory working memory for pitch, while the dominant left hemisphere                                  

(differentiating the musical rhythm) is responsible for better musical auditory working memory 

for rhythm (Springer and Deutsch,2001; Platel et al,1997).  
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The asymmetry is formed up against the background of temporary restriction                           

of information processing by different hemispheres at its simultaneous functional involvement. 

When a listener hears a musical sequence, the tones are not heard as separate and isolated 

occurrences but perceptually grouped into coherent units. Numerous cues can influence this 

sequential grouping process in the relative strength of grouping based on the pitch or temporal 

attitudes as competing cues (Hamaoui and Deutsch,2010). In the present direction                             

of neuropsychological research with applying the neuroimaging for evaluation of the left - brain 

versus right - brain hypothesis, a left - dominant network and a right - dominant network                        

can be defined in which discrete hubs show consistent lateralization among connections between 

the respective left- and right-hemispheric hubs. Fresh research with data from over 1000 

participants demonstrates that left- and right- lateralized networks are homogeneously stronger 

among a constellation of hubs in the left and right hemispheres. Lateralized brain networks 

appear to show local correlation across participants with only very weak changes from childhood 

into early adulthood and very small, if any, differences with gender (Nielsen et al,2013).  

1.1. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

The goal of the present research study was the verification of the scientific model                         

of functional asymmetry of music perception, therefore also musical memory as the cognitive 

feature: 1) - by preparing the psychometric construct which might allow making simultaneous 

measurement of two basic attitude of the melody as semantic unit of the music, i.e. pitch                     

and rhythm; 2) - by elaborating and verifying the time-duration  interchangeably time - range                

of the aural working memory span for the music, in case of its linear and length structure,                     

on the basis of  temporal processing information and of the aural working memory span 

interchangeably working memory capacity. Established hypothesis were fixed that:                                    

1) the psychometric construct of the simultaneous measuring of two basic attitudes of music 

perception should allow verifying the model of functional asymmetry of music perception,                    

with the additional assumption that: 2) the elaboration of the  aural working memory span 

interchangeably working memory capacity for the music is possible during the connection                   

of two fresh independent knowledge statements of the working memory span and of the dynamic                  

of temporal processing information.  

2. METHODOLOGY – PROCEDURES AND PARTICIPANTS 

The effective measurement of the aural musical memory in the type as working memory 

and of cognitive psychological feature, is possible only with using unknown tested material,                 

i.e. a melody as semantic musical unit based on specialized background of musical solfeggio 

literature (Davies,1978). Musical memory as the psychological attitude is resistant to music 

education which is not determining factor in its development, including that the length                        

of musical activity and systematic training is not decisive for the developmental level of musical 

memory (Horbulewicz,1963; Dowling and Fujitani,1971). The object of the measurement                  

is defined as behavioral reaction on perceived acoustical stimuli during the serial recall method. 

Including above scientific background, the measurement has been done on children aged 12,                                

without pre-selection for diagnosis of musical audiation presence, grouping according to gender, 

musical activity and music learning duration factors, in small groups of 10 – 12 pupils,                         

at public school in acoustically secured classrooms with isolation from outside noises.                 
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Children who do not have enough development or skill level of musical audiation,                  

were expected to unsubscribe from participation in the test at the beginning of diagnostic 

measurement procedure, after perceiving first example of the test. The tested material                          

was presented on CD. Children, with parents’ acceptance into testing process, could voluntarily 

resign at any moment of measurement time without any consequences. The methodology                     

of psychometric procedure involved the final selection by excluding from the final research 

group the children who demonstrated syndromes of guessing and non-conscious answering 

producing, i.e. who made notes for the task which finished to be presented, i.e. after the next task                      

was presented, who looked for others’ decisions, who were de-concentrated and put the answer 

for past task at the time moment of presenting the next example, who made any corrections                 

for chosen answers after the finishing presence of the task or at the end after presenting                        

the whole tested material, left empty fields in un-resolved tasks, or felt asleep during                 

the test presentation. Totally 1362 children were welcomed to the research measurement.                 

After final selection the population level was received of 547 participants for 1
st
 version                    

and of 360 participants for 2
nd

 version of the test. For the control of diagnostic content validity 

the research was prepared with using of the 1
st
 version of  Drake Musical Memory Test                        

in parallel only with the 1
st
 version of the own test, in view of difference in the sample values  

for participants amount of the 2
nd

 version of own test. The time duration of the own test                    

was around 10 minutes for both version, and 20 minutes for Drake test, with bypass instruction 

around 15 minutes. Both tests were with paper version for marking the choice in final answer – 

decision. The data were collected through aural paper - test survey, encoded and statistically 

analyzed by STATISTICA software. 

2.1. METHODS USED IN RESEARCH 

The own test of the aural musical memory includes two versions with ten unison 

melodies. The tasks were recorded on CD on tuned piano in professional music studio in music 

conservatory with submission of sound directing of tested material during recording tested 

musical material. It measures the working memorizing with the recognition of the repeated 

original version among three reproductions, where one is correct, and two are changed separately 

in pitch or rhythm. The resolving is prepared for choosing the correct reproduction,                           

which is similar to the original version presented at the beginning of the aural task.                             

The time duration of each aural musical task is around 1 minute, with the range of 6 bars                   

and time presentation of original example of the task for 9 - 13 seconds. All examples of original 

and variants of repetitions only once are presented in the test. The duration of silence break 

between the presented versions and tasks is around 5 - 6 seconds. The diagnostic material                  

was prepared by studies of specific musical literature on solfeggio diagnostic listed in appendix.                                              

The own test includes three basic primary scales: memory for pitch, memory for rhythm, index 

of shared memory (so corrected answers coded III – III), and one complex scale including 

neuropsychological aspect: index of asymmetry in the memory with the relation of function:                

[ memory for pitch – memory for rhythm ]. The information about coming new task is presented 

by short high acoustic signal (i.e. an ultra-sound). Each melody is described by 4 independent 

musical attributes: ambitus – small, big (range between highest and lowest pitch in melody task); 

octaves’ register – big, small, 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
; tonality – major, natural minor, harmonic minor, 

atonal; the meter - even, non - even. Additionally each melody task has different name scale 

(from possible 12 semitones with tonality combination) which is not grouped attribute,                         

so is not included in the table of specification of task melodies presented below. 
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Table 1. Qualitative specification of tasks  melodies in test versions. 

      Content code:  Ambitus:                  big (over the octave) – A;    small (till octave) – B;  

                              Octaves’ register:    big – C;    small – D;    1
st
 – E;    2

nd
 – F;    3

rd
 – G 

                       Tonality:                  major – H;    natural minor – I;    harmonic minor – K;    atonal – L                                                                         

                              Meter:                      even – M;    non – even – N 

Version 1 – Number of task – qualitative specific musical code 

1 - AEHN; 2 - BDKM; 3 - ACHM; 4 - AFIM; 5 - AGHN; 6 - ACIM; 7 - BFLN; 8 - BFGH; 9 - AEFK; 10 - ADLM; 

Version 2 – Number of task – qualitative specific musical code 

1 - BEFI; 2 - ADEH; 3 - BEFKM; 4 - ACHN; 5 - BDEL; 6 - BFGIN; 7 - ACHM; 8 - ADKN; 9 - BEFH; 10 - BEFLN; 
 

The Drake Musical Memory Test with two versions is the part of Drake Musical Aptitude 

Tests battery, it is similar to Seashore Measures of Musical Talents in which the items                       

are recorded for phonographic reproduction, it is like a musical transformation of the well-known 

digit-span items included in many intelligence tests, based on unison motives for duration                           

of 1 – 1.5 musical bar. Each version has 12 tasks, with 2 examples for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

reproductions of original example, but with different amount of four possible reproduction types: 

original, with changes in tonality, pitch or rhythm. Resolving the task assumes to describe each 

reproduction in comparison with the original example presented at the beginning of each task, 

which should be memorized during 1 to 6 reproductions, totally 42 repeats.                                                 

The instruction of this test is prepared to learn by tested participants 4 possible variants                             

of reproduction during the presentation, knowledge of which should be used during analyzing 

each example in the test. The duration of silence between presentations of examples is around 

three seconds. The information about coming of the new task is presented by spoken voice.                                         

For the present research the explanation of reproductions with tonality change was excluded,                                          

so that the comparative data between two tests included only scales presented in both tests,                 

i.e. reproduction with the original version and with changes of pitch or rhythm.  The comparative 

analysis of structural differences of both instruments is presented in the appendix.  

2.2. PSYCHOMETRIC ESTABLISHMENT USED FOR RESEARCH 

The basic requirement of the psychometric measurement is the normal distribution                    

in all scales of attitudes measured in the test. Therefore the normalized descriptive statistics                    

of kurtosis and skewness are required to be located around 0. i.e. with assumed range [-0.5; 0.5] 

and the equal numeral level for mean values of primary scales. The reliability requirements                   

are adjusted for the qualitative construction and content of test scales, with basic requirement                

on the Alfa Cronbach coefficient assumed within 0.65 – 0.70 as the minimal level,                          

while the commonly accepted rule for describing internal consistency with using the Cronbach 

coefficient is the range [0.6 < a < 0.7] (J.M.Cortina,1993; P.Kline,2000), and with upper bound          

< 0.8 since of difference in the acoustic facture that makes covariance in measurement 

(R.L.Ebel,1965). For scales based on qualitative examples in facture content there is assumed               

to control values variation indices due to the scale of the test, i.e. determinacy indices                                   

in % from Pearson correlation of the items with whole scale’s score, with expectation                           

of total amount around 100 % in the case of the merit for creation of one test scale.                            

The change of musical pitch or rhythm is conditioned by four independent music theory factors, 

such as 12 musical semitones, 5 basic tonality types, 5 basic octave registers, and 2 rhythm 

grouping types. Totally it gives us 600 qualitative variants of a simple aural change in music.                                   

In psychometrical theory it becomes the qualitative factor and structural covariant                          

which is not used in classical theory of reliability that is based on constant repeatability                        

of the measurement on the same background of content.  
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With taking into account the possible types of changes in the pitch and rhythm in music - 

the measurement of that facture seems to be possible only with using qualitative construction              

of musical content in test, with simple examples of pitch and rhythm changes because                          

of its reach aural acoustical attributes as values. At the same time the quantitative requirements 

are respected in the range of melodies by musical bars, equal tempered musical sound,                    

equal number of repetition examples in each task, equal time duration of tasks and of silence 

between repetition examples, and equal types of possible answers in each musical task.                      

For studying the internal reliability in this scheme -  the coding of answers from tasks is based  

on the relational encoding, because the construct measured in the test has double factorial 

structure - as ‘rhythmized pitches’ - where two factors are measured and pointed in each variant 

of repetition of version in the task. Three possible variants of answers in the test are organized               

in the relation presented below, where simple attitude from ‘double construct’ can obtain totally 

3 choices:  I – unrecognized attitude with the accompaniment of recognized attitude;             

                  II – recognized attitude with the accompaniment of unrecognized attitude; 

                 III – recognized attitude with the accompaniment of recognized attitude. 

The possible answers in each musical task are paired in next three combinations                    

with relational encoding: I – II;  II – I;  III – III. For prevention of consolidation of the memory 

trace in the aural perception during working memorizing, the answer with type III - III,                     

i.e. correct for both attitudes, is presented in the test only in 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 reproduction.                             

The score for 1
st
 and 2

nd
 version of answers is 1 point as for a simple attitude, and 2 points                      

in the 3
rd

 version for both attitudes recognized simultaneously. In the selective scale the score 

might be 0 or 1 point for every musical task. The reliability value is measured separately                    

for each task, which has repeated facture for all three reproductions as answers codes.                        

The measurement of reliability for the whole scale does not meet the requirements                                 

in this construct because of difference in types of changes and in quality of the acoustical facture                   

(see table 1) of each musical task.                       

For studying the difficulty level and discrimination value of every task, the 3
rd

 variant               

of possible answers (III-III) is recoded into I-I, since these psychometrical attitudes                                

are reserved for the measure of separate attitudes without including the relation statement,                   

so that the construct in this test of simultaneous measurement of two independent content 

attributes is not becoming obstacle or disturbance of the psychometrical measuring.                         

With taking into account the structure of the construct that measures simultaneously two 

attributes with three choices presented in each tasks, where there are two corrected choices                 

for simple attribute (i.e. Lord requires optimal level around  85 %) – the difficult level for simple 

scales, i.e., pitch and rhythm is assumed in the range [0.5 - 0.85], while for scale of correct 

answers (i.e., 1 correct choice from 3 possibilities in 2 simultaneously measured attitudes)                  

is assumed within the range [0.33 - 0.55]. Three choices, according to Lord statement, 

correspond to the function 0.5 + 0.5/3 = 0.67, simultaneous measurement of two scales                         

is described by the function ½ x 0.67 = 0.33 as the lowest optimal level (Lord,1952,1977). 

Discrimination value was measured by biserial correlation coefficient, which is used when both 

attitudes have normal and continuous distributions and in addition are dichotomized in some way 

on the scale measurement, like 0 or 1 point for each separate scale in the task. The requirement 

level is assumed > 0.3 (Crocker and Algina,1986), in comparison to the standard approach                  

for values > 0.2.  
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For studying the content validity of the test the control instrument was used - Drake 

Musical Memory Test - with including the total scores of scales measured in both instruments – 

i.e. the scales of pitch, rhythm and original reproduction in Drake Test and the scales of pitch    

and of rhythm in the own test, by analyses of two-tailed Pearson correlation for significance 

p<0.01 and p<0.001, because of linear qualitative scales in both tests. The requirement level                 

for verification of content similarity is assumed > 0.5 as proposed by Nunally (1994)                             

and Tabachnick (2013). Relation for the equal scale was prepared by adding correctly recognized 

original reproduction in the Drake Test into both pitch and rhythm scales, also multiplied                     

by numeral coefficient for alignment uniform scale with 78 points.  

           Table 2. Numeral coefficient for alignment uniform scale with 78 points of both tests. 

Own test – 10 tasks in scale for pitch and rhythm – coefficient 7,8 points 

[ 1 – 7.8; 2 – 15.6; 3 – 23.4; 4 – 31.2; 5 – 39; 6 – 46.8; 7 – 54.6; 8 – 62.4; 9 – 70.2; 10 – 78; ] 

Drake Musical Memory Test 

Original reproduction scale – 14 tasks – coefficient 5,57 points [1–5.6; 2 – 11.1; 3 – 16.7; 4 – 22.3;  

5 – 27.8; 6 – 33.4; 7 – 39; 8 – 44.6; 9 – 50.1; 10 – 55.7; 11 – 61.3; 12 – 66.8; 13 – 72.4;   14 – 78; ]  

Pitch scale – 12 tasks – coefficient 6,5 points [ 1 – 6.5; 2 – 13; 3 – 19.5; 4 – 26; 5 – 32.5; 6 – 39;  

7 – 45.5; 8 – 52; 9 – 58.5; 10 – 65; 11 – 71.5; 12 – 78; ] 

Rhythm scale – 15 tasks – coefficient 5,2 points [ 1 – 5.2; 2 – 10.4; 3 – 15.6; 4 – 20.8; 5 – 26;    

6 – 31.2; 7 – 36.4; 8 – 41.6; 9 – 46.8; 10 – 52; 11 – 57.2; 12 – 62.4; 13 – 67.6; 14 – 72.8; 15 – 78; ] 

Independently the relevance of content was evaluated by acceptance in diagnostic review 

of national polish musical psychologist Jan Wierszylowski (department of psychology of music 

of F. Chopin University of Music in Warsaw), the author of scientific methodic academic book 

‘Psychology of music’ for professional musical studies. 

3. RESULTS – PSYCHOMETRIC DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. NORMALIZED STATISTICS OF DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCALES’ SCORES 

The descriptive values of distribution by skewness and kurtosis obtained in research                

are represented by the normal distribution in both versions, with expectance basic requirement         

of location within the numeral range [-0.5; 0.5], what is the primary condition of psychological 

cognitive feature measurement. The data of normalized statistics, obtained in empirical 

measurement are presented below. 

                      Table 3. Descriptive normalized statistics for the test scales distribution. 

Version 1 

Scale Mean Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis 

Pitch memory 7.1 1.57 - 0.32 - 0.33 

Rhythm memory 7 1.5 - 0.15 - 0.48 

Common memory 4.1 1.45   0.28 - 0.07 

Asymmetry of memory 0.1 2.7 - 0.01 - 0.48 

Version 2 

Scale Mean Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis 

Pitch memory 6.9 1.43 - 0.02 - 0.36 

Rhythm memory 7 1.45 - 0.35   - 0.3 

Common memory 4 1.36   0.12 - 0.05 

Asymmetry of memory - 0.4 2.5 0.1 - 0.45 
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The mean coefficients are almost equal for the pitch and for the rhythm as single scales, 

while the mean value of common memory scale is lower in both scales, what suggests                         

the specifics based on neuropsychological background, since this scale represents correct 

answers for both single scales, what might be expected at lower level with taking into account     

its dependency on the asymmetry of music perception and therefore also musical memory.                 

The mean value in the scale of asymmetry of memory in numeral zero testifies in addition                

that there is no difference in difficulty between pitch and rhythm scales in view of obtaining                 

that coefficient. In comparison with this result, the numeral coefficients in both versions seem 

very close, what might be conditioned by construction of these scales. 

3.2. INTERNAL RELIABILITY STATISTICS OF THE TEST TASKS 

Data of internal reliability obtained with numeral indexes of standardized Cronbach Alfa values.  

        Table 4. Internal reliability of tasks – melodies in test versions. 

Version 1 – Number of task – Alfa Cronbacha index; 

1 - 0.79;  2 - 0.74;  3 - 0.78;  4 - 0.75;  5 - 0.69;  6 - 0.72;  7 - 0.7;  8 - 0.78;  9 - 0.72;  10 - 0.75; 

Version 2 – Number of task – Alfa Cronbacha index; 

1 - 0.79;  2 - 0.77;  3 - 0.79;  4 - 0.74;  5 - 0.7;  6 - 0.76;  7 - 0.79;  8 - 0.76;  9 - 0.73;  10 - 0.78; 

The values from empirical measurement are obtained within the requirements assumed                     

in the establishment for the present research, while they are a little different from classical 

reliability expectations because of difference in the structure background for repeatability                

of this measurement. All values are higher of the critical level defined by Cortina and Kline 

(Cortina,1993; Kline,2000), and also located lower of the value 0.8 which confirms                           

the covariance (Ebel,1965) found in the construction of scales, where all tasks have un-repeated 

facture, i.e. do present qualitative examples put in the quantitative scale for the subject                        

of measurement as types of changes in reproduction. With respecting the testing similarity 

volume of qualitative tasks grouped in scale, the values of variation indices were obtained                  

due to the scale of the test presented below, based on determinacy indices in % from the Pearson 

correlation of the items with the scale’s score. 

      Table 5.Variation indices of the test tasks due to the scale of the test in determinacy indices in % from        

                     Pearson correlation of the test items. 

Version 1 (p<0.001) – Task number – variance % indices; 

Pitch scale: [1 – 7.2;  2 – 17;  3 – 16;  4 – 6.8;  5 – 14.6;  6 – 7.4;  7 – 13;  8 – 13.2;  9 – 17.5;  10 – 12.3;]             

Total variance level: 125 % 

Rhythm scale: [1 – 10.8; 2 – 10.2; 3 – 12.6; 4 – 14; 5 – 12.9; 6 – 12.6; 7 – 10.1; 8 – 16.8; 9 – 9.6; 10 – 12.4;]             

Total variance level: 122 % 

Version 2 (p<0.001) – Task number – variance % indices; 

Pitch scale: [1 – 24.1;  2 – 4.6;  3 – 5.3;  4 – 13.2;  5 – 24.6;  6 – 18;  7 – 7.5;  8 – 4.2;  9 – 9.9;  10 – 9.6;]             

Total variance level: 121 % 

Rhythm scale: [1 – 10.3; 2 – 7.6; 3 – 13.9; 4 – 14.7; 5 – 20.2; 6 – 4.3; 7 – 7.4; 8 – 5; 9 – 28.6; 10 – 11;]             

Total variance level: 122 % 

Data from variation indices due to the scale of the test describe the reasonable way                 

of scales organized in test construction and confirm the possible necessity for working out                 

an advanced technology of reliability measurement for musical material, which cannot be 

compared to the classical semantic material used in the psychological intelligence test                       

with requirements of classical reliability for the expectation Alfa Cronbach value indices higher 

than 0.8 for justification of individual diagnosis.  
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3.3. DIFFICULTY LEVEL STATISTICS OF TASKS IN TEST SCALES 

The obtained data confirm the expectation assumed in the psychometric establishment, 

i.e. these indices inform us about rationality and justification of the normal distribution obtained 

in the present research. In addition they indicate that the number of tasks could be higher,                   

in case that the level of the mean value in pitch and rhythm scales is higher                                          

than the middle number in the scale (>5), but simultaneously preserve the normal distribution.                             

The indices of difficulty level obtained in empirical measurement are presented below. 

      Table 6.Difficulty indices of test tasks 

Version 1 – Task number – difficulty value coefficient; 

Pitch scale: [1-0.82, 2-0.67;  3-0.67;  4-0.73;  5-0.68;  6-0.69;  7-0.65;  8-0.8;  9-0.58;  10-0.74;]             

Rhythm scale: [1-0.56; 2-0.74; 3-0.81; 4-0.71; 5-0.65; 6-0.71; 7-0.71; 8-0.69; 9-0.77; 10-0.69;]         

Common memory scale: [1-0.37; 2-0.42; 3-0.47; 4-0.45; 5-0.34; 6-0.39; 7-0.35; 8-0.48; 9-0.36; 10-0.44;] 

Version 2 – Task number – difficulty value coefficient; 

Pitch scale: [ 1-0.55, 2-0.79;  3-0.72;  4-0.58;  5-0.64;  6-0.74;  7-0.82;  8-0.64;  9-0.62;  10-0.82;]             

Rhythm scale: [1-0.78; 2-0.75; 3-0.79; 4-0.72; 5-0.74; 6-0.71; 7-0.69; 8-0.81; 9-0.78; 10-0.68;]         

Common memory scale: [1-0.38; 2-0.47; 3-0.46; 4-0.39; 5-0.36; 6-0.45; 7-0.42; 8-0.44; 9-0.41; 10-0.47;] 

Another indirect proof is conditioned by the mean value of the common memory scale 

lower than the middle number in the scale (<5). Therefore data demonstrate the lower value                         

of alignment memory and show that the high level of the memory score is conditioned                      

by each single attribute in the scale test, i.e. separately by pitch or by rhythm.  

3.4. DISCRIMINATION VALUE STATISTICS OF TASKS IN THE TEST SCALES 

The indices of discrimination value obtained in empirical measurement based on biserial 

correlation are presented below. 

          Table 7. Discrimination values of test tasks. 

Version 1 – Task number – discrimination value coefficient; 

Pitch scale: [1-0.66; 2-0.58; 3-0.58; 4-0.42; 5-0.57; 6-0.41; 7-0.49; 8-0.72; 9-0.49; 10-0.59;]             

Rhythm scale: [1-0.41; 2-0.53; 3-0.5; 4-0.6; 5-0.49; 6-0.55; 7-0.48; 8-0.62; 9-0.56; 10-0.43;]             

Version 2 – Task number – discrimination value coefficient; 

Pitch scale: [1-0.46; 2-0.33; 3-0.32; 4-0.42; 5-0.65; 6-0.7; 7-0.57; 8-0.36; 9-0.39; 10-0.65;]             

Rhythm scale: [1-0.79; 2-0.58; 3-0.8; 4-0.6; 5-0.71; 6-0.33; 7-0.8; 8-0.44; 9-0.8; 10-0.47;]             

The obtained discriminative values are located within the range assumed by psychometric 

establishment (>0.3), therefore all task positions including reproducing version might be 

preserved in the test. With taking into account the evidences from reliability, difficulty indices 

and scores distribution of the scales prepared for instrument, the expected requirements                      

for psychometric measurement of psychological cognitive features seem to be obtained                 

and fulfill the basic rules.  

3.5. CONTENT VALIDITY STATISTICS FOR SCALES IN COMPARATIVE DRAKE AND OWN TESTS 

The content validity was verified by independent control instrument, the Drake Musical 

Memory Test, applied simultaneously with the 1
st
 version of the own test, in two indices                     

of memory for pitch and for rhythm, based on reproductions from the scales of repetition 

examples: the original version, pitch change and rhythm change, with dependence analysis 

results obtained from the 2-signed Pearson correlation values.  
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The coefficients obtained from the research sample are not statistically significant                   

[pitch memory r = 0.019 with p = 0.65; rhythm memory r = 0.048 with p = 0.271].                       

Additional measurement by the total musical memory scale [the sum of scores from two separate 

scales] brought the equal tendency coefficient [r = 0.061 with p = 0.163]. These indices confirm 

the independence of contents measured in both tests, so the subject of musical memory 

measuring in these two tests is different. For additional verification of the control instrument,         

the analyses of psychometric attitudes has been checked, where reliability indices in the Alfa 

Cronbach values were obtained below the critical level 0.6 in the tasks of original, pitch                       

and rhythm scales (pitch range [0.42-0.47]; rhythm range [0.53-0.58]; original range[0.52-0.57]).  

The analysis of the discrimination and of the difficulty values of the scales tasks                          

has shown, that simultaneous fulfillment of minimal psychometric level requirements                          

is presented only in two tasks of the original version scale and in four tasks of the rhythm scale, 

without any tasks in the pitch scale, therefore totally in six of 41 tasks (15 %) taken into account 

in measurement with control test. The unsatisfactory psychometric values of Drake’s Musical 

Memory Test seem to have background in its construction establishment, where the subject                 

of measurement is based on the knowledge which should be learned and obtained                           

in the instruction demonstration period, therefore with possibility of un-knowing before                     

the presented knowledge. Methodology in this instrument includes the classification                          

and estimation of each explanation of different versions, by comparison to the first original, 

therefore this cognitive procedure certainly involves thinking and analyzing processes,                    

which in psychological tests are measured strictly without limited time for giving the final 

decision and answer, because they are based on long-term memory mechanisms.                              

Hence it is opposite to the present version of the test with limitation of time for presenting                   

the reproduction versions.  Also tests of knowledge, i.e. defined as tests of skills, are not the tests 

that measure typically psychological cognitive processes and features therefore                                    

the psychometric requirement of diagnostic measurement does not have justification to be used. 

In addition the methodology of the gradation of the difficulty by varying the amount of examples 

of reproductions is significantly different from procedures of using the test material                            

with such a technique in psychological tests for working memory span measurement,                    

where different amount of presentations of simple and separate units are demonstrated once                    

or two times with required direct reproduction. In the Drake Musical Memory Test the original 

version with 1 presentation is required and expected to be memorized during next 1 – 6 

repetitions, which might produce interference effect because of short duration of material                     

and often presentations with its small changes in different variants. There seems to be probable 

of taking some version at the stage of 3
rd

 or 4
th

 reproduction as displacing the original example, 

which then becomes a substitute of the original version for comparison in the next progressive 

reproductions, including the scientific data about focusing attention in the working memory span 

for 3 – 4 units, after which each additional successive presentation of the material produces                  

the interference effect at the stage of fresh direct memorizing. At the same time Drake Musical 

Memory Test, with longer time of silence for thinking between the presentations                                 

of reproductions, seems to be effective instrument for diagnosis of the long-term musical 

memory, based on the knowledge and primary aural skills of differentiating the variants                        

of musical change in discriminating each reproduction in case of using the test for people                   

who are learning the music or are obtaining the musical professional education.  
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For summarizing – the main difference between construction of two considered tests 

looks as follows: in the Drake test the musical memory measurement as musical aptitude is based 

on the obtained knowledge (even freshly learned in instruction) which is used as the content                     

for memory abilities measuring, while musical memory measurement in the own test is used               

as the cognitive process based on the aural perception of music and aural attention in the range      

of the natural spontaneous memorizing for the aural working (short-term) memory span.                      

4. CONCLUSION 

Using the initial scientific background for integrate data of indirect verification 

Open questions for scientific psychometric measurement of auditory working musical memory 

The basic scientific methodological background taken for preparing the instrument                    

for testing working aural musical memory and for verification of working musical memory span 

in 12
th

 age brought the positive empirical verification. Therefore the range with duration                         

of 9 - 12 seconds and of 6 bars seems to be found as located and belonging to the working aural 

memory span appropriate for natural spontaneous memorizing of musical material at the age               

of the optimal development of this cognitive feature. To find the boundary of the upper threshold                        

for working musical memory span further research of the scores’ distribution is needed               

with using longer, bigger duration of tasks and making measurement in other ages, especially 

from 9
th

 age when, according to Gordon (2013), there is formed up the maturity for musical 

memory of pitch and rhythm, conditioned by brain organization, what has been verified 

empirically earlier. With respects of the age selection, used in standardized psychological 

cognitive intelligence tests, and scientific empirical data about working memory changes 

evaluated with elder age, preparing further research in different periods of human development 

can allow to produce such kind of test that might be useful for population with the presence                  

of different age and different cultural standardization requirements.                         

For independent verification of neuropsychological conditions of functional processing 

for working aural musical memory, the comparison has been made of the test scores from two 

scales of different hemispheric backgrounds involving the pitch and the rhythm organization                

of music perception, with using the correlation analyses based on the Pearson values because               

of the normal distribution scores and quantitative scales in the own test, presented below.                 

The normalized scale of the common memory, prepared especially for the purpose of the present 

research for 12
th

 age, became the grouping variable, which excludes shared variance,                      

i.e. the scores of points that are incorporated and included simultaneously into both scales. 

Therefore it allows and brings conditions for analyzing only the part of the score                                 

that was pointed in the selective single scale, including thus correct answers only for one of two 

scales. 

           Table 8. Dependence statistics of pitch memory and rhythm memory scales in two test versions  

                         with two-tailed Pearson correlation indices for significance p < 0.001,  

                         grouped by the norm ranges of the common memory with exclusion of shared variance. 

 Version 1 Version 2 

Norm range % of sample size Pearson index % of sample size Pearson index 

< Norm 13 -0.966 15 -0.986 

   Norm 71 -0.851 74 -0.834 

> Norm 16 -0.802 11 -0.931 
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Obtained data include the values in the range higher from 0.7 or 0.8 as defined                         

the very high level of correlation in psychometric establishment. With taking into account                          

the requirements of normal distribution, the norm range of the samples (71 and 74 %)                     

seems to be completed in the range of the 1
st
 standard deviation in the Gauss distribution                    

(68 – 69%), while the surrounding ranges are almost equal and approximate (13 – 15 % < norm; 

11 – 16 % > norm). Therefore the obtained empirical values can be representative for 12
th

 age            

in population. The negative direction in the correlation relation confirms the fresh scientific data 

verified empirically in the neuropsychology studies. Therefore these results might be of scientific 

importance for justification of the functional asymmetry of the music perception                                  

and in consequence of the aural musical memory as the brain conditions for learning music                

and memorizing musical pieces. It gives also independent confirmation for the reasonable 

scientific term ‘musical brain’ which seems to be the constant feature in tendency                                    

of higher development of one type of musical memory as the basic musical component,                   

where the accompanied feature might be at lower development with the significant difference.  

                                  

        Scores' distribution for scale of assymetry of musical memory (P-R)

      <0 - dominance for rhythm memory  >0 - dominance for pitch memory

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Scale values
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                   Figure 1. Distribution of participants’ scores for scale of asymmetry of musical memory  

Analyses of data from 12
th

 aged children with the value 0 (absence) for ‘asymmetry                 

of musical memory’ scale in both version, i.e. with the equal scores in both test scales of musical 

memory, for the pitch and for the rhythm features (figure 1), recognized 15% on the point scale                             

of research sample with homogeneous musical brain statement, and 42 % in normalized 

homogeneous range level [-1; +1], with the respect of the size symmetry from the value 0                    

[41% for left size with 44% for right size]. This provides independent confirmation of the fact 

that the bigger part of population seems to have dominance of the aural musical memory 

development in one of two basic features, i.e. hemispheric dominance in processing                     

the music, in perception and memorizing as cognitive functions, what can find definition                     

in the terms such as ‘left / right / homogeneous musical brain’ in the simultaneous psychometric 

measurement of two aural musical memory features. This scientific background suggests also              

a necessity of working out in the future cognitive educational empirical research                                

the separate metamemory strategies for learning, memorizing and performing music                             

in three independent differentiating directions with the specification of the psychological 

cognitive features and of the brain organization given at the congenital level in the hemispheric 

functions of music processing (Moore,2012). 
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6. APPENDIX  

I. Comparative analysis of construction of the Drake musical memory test and of the own tests  

 Feature, property – Drake test // Own test 

Time duration of each test task:   Drake –  from 10 seconds till 1 minute  //  Own – aligned – 55 – 65 seconds 

Task-test type:  Drake – Identifying, recalling characteristics of reproduction (classification of repetitions)  

     with respect  to the original pattern - the initial example.  // Own – Recalling the correct repetition version  

     from three examples of reproduction of the three terms  of pattern original - the initial example. 

Time duration of tested material for memorizing:  Drake – 1-2 bars motive  // Own – 6 bars melody  

The number of reproductions in the test tasks:   Drake – different – from 2 to 7 // Own – aligned – 3 

Type register of the test tasks:   Drake –narrow– 1
st
 octave   // Own – wide – octaves: bog, small, 1

st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
 . 

Time limited volume for resolving each test task: 

   Drake – narrow – 2,5 seconds inside the task for classification of reproduction, 3 seconds between test tasks  

Own – wide – 5 seconds inside the task for comparing with original example, 6 seconds between test tasks 

Subject measured in test: Drake – musical knowledge obtained in the test instruction, musical thinking and musical  

               aural working echoic direct memory.  //  Own – musical aural working echoic direct memory 

Memory trace sustainability (continuity) level: Drake – various amount of reproductions, possible denial  

               (interference) of the original version by progressive reproductions (displacement).              

                Own – equal amount of reproductions with different quality (types) 

Aural logical analyzing using during task resolving:  Drake – too short (absence of) time for deeper thinking  

                and conscious analyses for reproduction classifying.  // Own – time enough for comparing and analyses  

                of aural experiences (imaginations), absence of reproduction classifying.  

Reproduction types used in test:   Drake – 4 variants: original, witch change of: pitch, rhythm, tonality.  

                                         Own – 3 variants: original, witch change of: pitch, rhythm.  

Estimation method of test reproductions:  Drake – recalling the variant of each reproduction on the appointment   

             of a four variants presented in the instruction in comparison with original example.            

           Own – comparing each reproduction to version of original example, without classifying the repeated variants,  

             basing on aural experiences (imaginations) in choosing among 3 examples.  

Multiple presenting of each type of aural changes:    

               Drake – presence, 4 possible aural changes against the background of 5, 6, 7 reproductions.    

               Own – absence, single presentation of 3 types of reproductions in each test task.  

The availability range of test using including musical knowledge factor:  

Drake  – limited – requirement of musical knowledge for test resolving, using knowledge obtained from instruction,  

               during classifying of 4 reproduction types presented once           

Own – non-limited, un-requirement of musical knowledge for test resolving, recalling of identical reproduction  

 based on involuntary memory of original initial version and comparing the reproduction variants,   

 no requirement of conscious of test reproduction variants  
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